
JOB TITLE: A Far Cry Operations Manager (full-time, some night and weekend hours) 
Preferred start date in August of 2019 or successful candidate’s earliest availability 

 

ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION 
 

A Far Cry stands at the forefront of an exciting new generation in classical music. The 

18-member string ensemble is a Grammy-nominated, self-conducted orchestra that 

operates as a democracy. Decisions are made collectively and leadership rotates 

among the players (Criers). Learn more at www.afarcry.org.  
 

ABOUT THE POSITION 
 

The Operations Manager joins the organization at the start of its second decade, an exciting new era of capacity-building 
and staff professionalization. This full-time position reports to the Executive Director and interfaces directly with the 18 
musicians of the ensemble throughout each point of the artistic process within A Far Cry’s democratically-run model. 
Planning and implementing the production of all rehearsals and events for the ensemble and organization, the OM is 
integral to the team, managing the daily and overarching operations of A Far Cry to realize each season. 
  

JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

○ Evaluate the logistical feasibility of all programming and new opportunities; manage timelines and 

develop operational framework for programming and activities 

○ Develop schedules and implement production of all rehearsals, performances, and events 

○ Act as liaison to presenters, venue technical crews, production staff, and guest artists/musicians 

facilitating and communicating directly about all relevant production needs and itineraries; be present 

on site to respond to on-the-ground issues and logistical needs during events in Boston and on tour 

○ Serve as primary point of contact to artist management team on bookings/tour logistics; book all 

ground/air transport and hotel accommodations for touring 

○ Determine music/equipment needs and obtain quotes for each production; facilitate purchases and 

rental contracts with vendors; coordinate move of rental equipment; prepare/distribute parts/scores  

○ Assist Marketing Coordinator with Box Office needs, pre-production and on site 

○ Oversee general maintenance of the AFC rehearsal space, office, and facilities; other duties as assigned 
 

QUALIFICATIONS 

The desired candidate demonstrates the ability to prioritize, multitask, and self-direct in a high-traffic office 
environment; has experience with project management in performing arts organizations, preferably a musical group or 
ensemble; exhibits strong organizational skills, communication, problem-solving, and attention to detail; is familiar with 
concert production and orchestra operations; enjoys a fast-paced, highly collaborative workplace; and is fearlessly 
open-minded and ready to learn about A Far Cry’s one-of-a-kind artistic model. 
 

SALARY AND BENEFITS 
 

Salary commensurate with experience. Health and dental benefits.  
 

  To apply, please send a cover letter outlining your interest and salary requirements along with a work resume and  
  references to info@afarcry.org. Submissions will be reviewed on a weekly basis and applications accepted until the  
  position is filled. Thank you for your interest in A Far Cry! 

 

 

mailto:info@afarcry.org

